
“Crash Course” Activity

Think Fast, Act Fast!

Key questions

• Is your reaction time fast enough to help you avoid a car collision?

• How far can a car travel during your reaction time?

Grade levels: 9 - 12

Time required: 30 - 40 minutes

Objectives

Students will be able to:

• Calculate their reaction time using a measured distance.

• Calculate the distance a car travels during their reaction time.

National Science Education Standards

• Standard A: Science as Inquiry

- Identify questions and concepts that guide scientific investigations

• Standard B: Physical Science

- Motion and forces

• Standard C: Life Science

- The behavior of organisms

• Standard F: Science in Personal and Social Perspectives

- Natural and human-induced hazards

Background information

Experimental psychologist, physiologists, and even batting coaches have used reaction time tests to

gauge human mental and physical performance.  In general, reaction time is defined as the elapsed time

between the presentation of a sensory stimulus and the following behavioral response.  There are three

basic types of reaction time experiments: 1) simple reaction time with one stimulus and one response

(i.e., pressing a button at the sound of a buzzer); 2) recognition reaction time with recognized stimuli

mixed with unrecognized detractors (i.e., pressing a button when a familiar voice is heard); and

3) choice reaction time experiments where the participant provides a response that corresponds to the

stimulus (i.e., pressing the matching keyboard key of the letter appearing on the screen).

Many studies have indicated that reaction to sound stimuli is faster than reaction to light.  Due to

physiological differences there is no single accepted value for simple reaction times.  Typical mean

reaction times for college-age individuals are between 140-160 milliseconds (0.14 -0.16 seconds) to
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detect sound stimuli and between 180 to 200 milliseconds (0.18-0.20 seconds) to detect visual stimuli.

Various factors can affect someone’s response time (i.e., visual or auditory distractions, too much sugar

or caffeine in the diet, stress, lack of sleep, alcohol, personality type, physical fitness, better hand-eye

coordination, age, brain injury, etc.).  Most teenagers have a very good response time but distractions

while driving (i.e., eating, listening to loud music, or talking on the phone) may slow their response

time.

Distractions of any type are a common factor in crashes of newly licensed 16-year-old drivers.  Some

research shows teenage drivers tend to use cellphones and other emerging technologies more than

adult drivers.  States increasingly have graduated licensing laws that place restrictions on newly licensed

drivers (e.g., limiting nighttime driving and the number of passengers a novice driver can carry).

Cellphone bans are being added to those restrictions.

Materials needed

For each group:

• dollar bill or paper strips of equivalent size (1)

• metric ruler or meter stick (1)

• calculator with square root function (1)

• student activity sheets (2)

• pencils (2)

Advance preparation and safety considerations

If dollar bills are not available or advisable, cut strips of paper to the equivalent size.  Assemble the

materials for each group.  There are no significant safety concerns.  Discourage “ruler twirling”

on pencils.

Procedure

1. Request two student volunteers to come to the front of the classroom.  Ask them who has the

fastest reaction time.  Tell them you have a test that decides who has the fastest reaction time.

2. Pull a dollar bill from your pocket and announce if they catch it they can keep it (or they can get

extra credit).

a. The student trying to catch the dollar should rest their arm on the edge of a table or desk

with their thumb and forefinger 3.0 cm apart.

b. The person dropping the dollar bill should hold it so George Washington’s face is even

with the catcher-student’s fingers (see Figure 1).

                                                                

Figure 1



c. Try to avoid giving the student-catcher an unintended hint of the bill’s release.

Also, make sure the dollar bill is completely vertical to allow it to drop straight down.

d. Drop the dollar bill. It is very difficult for someone to catch a dollar bill with only

one-half the dollar bill starting above his or her fingers.  Allow each volunteer several

tries to catch the bill.

e. Ask the class how they could change the experiment to improve the volunteers’ chances

of catching the bill.  Have one of the volunteers list the responses on the board

(i.e., decrease the 3.0 cm space between their forefinger and thumb, give the catcher a

warning when you intend to drop the bill, drop the bill from a greater height to allow

more of the bill to drop through their fingers, give the catcher some caffeine, or

lengthen the dollar bill).

f. Try the drop again but this time substitute a metric ruler or meter stick for the dollar bill.

3. Inform students that reaction time is the elapsed time between the presentation of a sensory

stimulus and the desired behavioral response (i.e., catching the bill, pressing a button, moving a

foot from a car’s accelerator to the brake).

4. Ask students to predict what fraction of a second it took for the volunteers to catch the ruler

(i.e., tenth, hundredth, thousandth).  Reaction times are usually measured in 1/1000 of a second

(1 millisecond = 0.001 second or 1000 milliseconds = 1 second).  Inform students they will use the

ruler to help them calculate their reaction times.

5. Distribute the materials and review the procedures for dropping the dollar bill or paper strips

(Step 2 a-d).  Students may practice with a dollar bill or paper strips.  When they are ready to

begin their measurements have them drop and catch metric rulers or meter sticks.  For dropping

the ruler make sure the students:

a. Position the zero centimeter mark (0.0 cm) of the ruler level with the top of the catcher’s

open fingers.

b. As with the dollar bill drop, the catcher should rest their arm on the edge of a table or

desk with their thumb and forefinger 3.0 cm apart.

c. Try not to give the catcher any advance notice of the drop.

d. Have students record the distance from the bottom of the ruler to the bottom of their

fingers to the nearest millimeter.  Record 10 trials in the data table record.

e. Each partner should complete 10 trials and record only their own trials on their data

table.

6. To calculate reactions, use the measured distance (d) and the formula:

d = ½ gt2

t = is the time it takes the dollar bill to fall through the students’ fingers before

it is caught (a.k.a., their reaction time)

g = is the symbol for the acceleration due to gravity (at the earth’s surface, 9.81 m/s2 )

a. Depending on their mathematical skills, you my ask students to show how to solve the

formula, d=½ gt2, for time or you may guide them through the following steps:



d = ½ gt2

2d = gt2

2d/g = t2

t = √2d/g

b. Since the distance, d, was measured in centimeters the acceleration of gravity value, g,

must be converted from 9.81 m/s2 to 981 cm/s2.

On the student activity sheet the formula has been simplified further by calculating

√2/981 for the students.  To give:

t = 0.0452√√√√√d

Example:  student catches the ruler at the 12.2 cm mark (d = 12.2 cm)

t = 0.0452√12.2cm = 0.158 s

7. Have students calculate their average reaction time.

Answers to Analysis questions

1.  Did your reaction times vary throughout the trials?  Explain.

As the number of trials increase the students’ reaction time tends to decrease.  Due to physiological

differences there is no single accepted value for reaction time.  Typical reaction times are between

0.13 - 0.50 seconds.   The students can develop a range for reaction times based on lab data.

2.  a)  Describe factors that could affect someone’s response time.

Answers will vary.  Visual or auditory distractions, too much sugar or caffeine in the diet, stress, lack of

sleep, better hand-eye coordination, etc.

b)  What conditions or distractions might slow your reaction time while driving?

Talking or texting on the cellphone, socializing with passengers, operating stereo, etc.

Answers to Crash questions

3.  Analyze Figure 2 illustrating an overview of information processing by nervous systems.  In general,

your nervous system’s response to stimuli occurs in three stages:  1) sensory input, 2) integration,

and 3) motor output.  Imagine while driving you must react quickly and step on the brake pedal.  Explain

the order information is processed by your central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system

(PNS), and the role your CNS and PNS, along with your senses and muscles, play in reacting to the visual

stimuli to hit your vehicle’s brakes.

Sensory neurons transmit information from the eyes through the peripheral nervous system to the central

nervous system.  The sensory information is then analyzed and interpreted producing a motor output.

The motor output travels back through the PNS to the muscle cells in the leg.



4.  You are driving 72 km/hr (45 mph) and an incident forces you to quickly hit your brakes.  Calculate

how far your car travels during your average reaction time?

Report your answer in meters and feet (72 km/hr = 20 m/s or 45 mph = 66 ft/s).

Assuming the car’s velocity does not change significantly during the reaction time of moving the foot

from the accelerator to the brake, the distance is equal to the velocity multiplied by the reaction time,

d = velocity × time.

The distance your car will travel is found using d = velocity × time

d = velocity × time

d = 20 m/s × 0.158s = 3.2 meters      or d = 66 ft/s × 0.158s = 10 feet

5. How does the distance calculated in question #4 factor in to the total braking distance required to

bring your car to a stop?

The distance the car travels during the reaction time must be added to the optimum braking distance

required to bring the car to a stop.

Extensions

1.  Cellphone bans for young drivers are becoming commonplace amid concerns about the role

distractions play in teenagers’ elevated crash risk.  First, have students read and summarize the

research on cellphones and driving from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety website

(http://www.iihs.org/research/qanda/cellphones.html).  Second, ask students to design an

argument supporting or fighting a graduated licensing law banning cellphone use by novice drivers.

2. Have students explore the following websites on reaction time:

• A Literature Review on Reaction Time by Robert J. Kosinski, Clemson University, Sept. 2008

http://biae.clemson.edu/bpc/bp/Lab/110/reaction.htm

• Fastball Reaction Time with the Exploratorium

http://www.exploratorium.edu/baseball/reactiontime.html

• A Different Reaction Time Test from National Research Council Canada

http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/education/teachers/space/reaction.html



     Name _______________________  Period ____  Date ______

“Crash Course” Activity

Think Fast, Act Fast!

Crash course questions

• How fast is your reaction time?

• How far can a car travel during your reaction time?

Purpose

• To calculate reaction time using a measured distance.

• To calculate the distance a car travels during your reaction time.

Materials needed

For each group:

• dollar bill or paper strips of equivalent size (1)

• metric ruler or meter stick (1)

• calculator with square root function (1)

• student activity sheets (2)

• pencils or pens (2)

Discussion

Experimental psychologists, exercise physiologists, and even batting coaches may use human reaction

times to gauge mental and physical performance.  How fast can your nervous and muscular systems work

together to catch a falling object?

Procedure

1. Catching the dollar:  Rest your forearm on a table, with your hand beyond the edge and your

thumb and forefinger 3.0 cm apart.  Have your partner hold a dollar bill with the mid-point

positioned between your thumb and forefinger.

2. Ask your partner to drop the dollar bill without advance warning.  Try to catch it by pinching your

fingers shut as quickly as possible.  Alternate with your partner.  Try releasing the bill with more

or less of the bill between their fingers.  Does the starting position of the bill affect your chances

for success?



3. Catching the ruler:  When you are ready to begin your measurements, substitute a metric ruler

for the dollar bill.  Follow Steps a-c for dropping the ruler:

a. Position the zero centimeter mark (0.0 cm) of the ruler level with the top of the catcher’s

open fingers. See Figure 1.

b. As with the dollar bill drop, the catcher should rest their arm on the edge of a table or

desk with their thumb and forefinger 3.0 cm apart.

c. Tell your partner to catch the ruler with only their thumb and forefinger.  Try not to give

the catcher any advance notice of the drop.

d. Measure the position of their fingers on the ruler when they catch it (measure to the

nearest millimeter from 0.0 cm to the bottom of their fingers.  Example: 12.3 cm).

e. Each partner should complete 10 trials and record only their own trials on their data

table.

Figure 1

4. Calculate reaction times, using the measured distance (d) and the formula:

t = 0.0452√√√√√d

t  = reaction time

d = distance ruler dropped, measured in centimeters (cm)

5. Calculate and record your average reaction time for 10 trials.



Analysis

1.  Did your reaction times vary throughout

the trials?  Explain.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

2.  a)  Describe factors that could affect someone’s

response time.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

b)  What conditions or distractions might slow your

reaction time while driving?

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Crash Questions

3.  Analyze Figure 2 illustrating an overview of information processing by nervous systems.  In general,

your nervous system’s response to stimuli occurs in three stages: 1) sensory input, 2) integration,

and 3) motor output.  Imagine while driving you must react quickly and step on the brake pedal.  Explain

the order information is processed by your central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system

(PNS), and the role your CNS and PNS, along with your senses and muscles, play in reacting to the visual

stimuli to hit your vehicle’s brakes.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Measured                           Calculated

   distance                          reaction time

     d (cm)                           t = 0.0452√√√√√d (s)

Average reaction

time for 10 trials:



Figure 2

(Campbell N.A., Reece, J.B., BIOLOGY, 7th ed., Pearson Publishing, p.1013)

4.  You are driving 72 km/hr (45 mph) and an incident forces you to quickly hit your brakes.

Calculate how far your car travels during your average reaction time?

Report your answer in meters and feet (72 km/hr = 20 m/s or 45 mph = 66 ft/s).

The distance your car will travel is found using d = velocity × time

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

5.  How does the distance calculated in question #4 factor in to the total braking

distance required to bring your car to a stop?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________


